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I~,/rJ.ODU CTICiI··; 

The most important char&~csri5~ic of the complex 

number system is the realization of tns ~yste~atic structure 

developed by the extehsio~ of the real nl~ber 5ys~~m, 50 

that it is possible to solve: an~' ~)oly.nomial equatien. A one-

to-one correspondence bet'dcc:l t';;Q SC'c,s of all cOll;plex numbers 

can be established by a rela~ionship called a mappl~~ or 
,

transformation. The class of ffiappir.:ss t,o be consid82cd is 

the Mobius transformation o 

Until rscently the 1\~obiusl,:cansform2,cio!lin i"Cs 

entirety was included in an elE";i~~2ntCiry C(iurse of complex 

variables. Since nevI developmcEl:,s have warranted e,n)['_asis, 

this mapring has received only secondary consideratio~. The 

problem encountered by the author in stuciying the ~obius 

transformation was either the material was not presented in 

contemporary notation or the discussion was not complete. 

Therefore the purpose of the thesis is to systemati

cally develop the Mobius transformation in its entirety 

using the language of modern day mathema~ics. This complete 

study will be beneficial to any student of complex variables, 

especially when considering regions of the complex plane. 

It should be mentioned that the reader of this thesis 

should have a working knowledge of calculus and an introduc
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tion to abstract algebra. All the to~ics not included in 

these fields or their prerequisites will be discussed in the 

material presented. 

The topic of Mobius transformation lends itself to 

a systematic development. The cODplex number system will be 

presented in Chapter II, in such a manner as to acquaint the 

reader with all the representations that are encountered 

throughout the paper. ~obius transformations are defined 

and developed in Chapter III. Chapter IV discusses the prop

erties of the Mobius transformation, while Chapter V classi

fies the various types of mappings th~t have been ccnsidered. 

The final chapter summarizes the material presente~ and sug

gests other topics that might be considered by a student 

pursuing the topic of Mobius transformations further. 



,
CHAPTER II 

THE SYST~l OF COMPLEX NUMBERS 

The concepts and properties of the complex number 

system are essential to an understanding of the topics to be 

considered. Complex numbers are most commonly introduced in 

terms of ordered pairs of real numbers. Other representa

tions include: (1) geometrical, (2) vectorial, (3) polar, 

(4) exponential, and (5) spherical. A brief discussion of 

each of these will be given after a formal definition of 

the system of complex numbers has been established. It is 

often easier to explain certain operations in a more con

venient form. 

Ordered Pairs of Real Numbers (2.1) 

The system of complex numbers is a field C having as 

its elements the ordered pairs [a,~ of real numbers, along 

with an equality and two binary operations. The operations 

will be called addition,+ , and multiplication, o. Given 

two complex numbers ol.. and IJ such that ...( = [a, 'til and!3 '= [c ,d] , 

where a, b, c and d are elements of the real number system, 

tpen the complex numbers ~ andp are said to be equ~l if,and 

only if a = c and b:: d. Addition and multiplication are 

defined as follows: 

0<..+-/3 :[a,b] + [c,d] : [a +c,b +d] (2.1.1) 

co( • .c :: fa, b] • C9, d].,: cac - bd, ad + bc] • (2.1.2) 
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It should be noted that there exists a zero element 

of C, namely 0 ::. [0,0], such that 

0(..... 0-=0+<>(,. == oL (2.1.3) 

Also there exists an element~ of C, such that 

01.... CI~ "..A " 0<.. =: G'(. (2.1.4) 

The letter ~ is called the unit element of the complex num

bers and is denoted by [1,0), it is most commonly given by 

the symbol 1. 

In order to verify that with this definition the com

plex numbers do form a field C, it is necessary to show the 

field postulates for addition and multiplication. The fol

lowing addition postulates can easily be proved by use of 

the definition of complex numbers and the properties of the 

real number system. 

Given "'-, Band Y elements of C, where r#[f, r{j, the 

addition postulates are: 
. 

Al Closure- To every pair 0<.. and S elements of C, 
there exists a uniquely defined element of C, 
known as the sum of 0<.. and /3. 

Commutative Law- 0( + tJ =- !J + 0<.A2 
J + i PI +'() ::: (<J( +!J)+ Y

Associative Law- ~ \.,YA3 

A4 Cancellation Law- 0(. +t~ 1.5+ yo implies c( ~ /} 

A5 For every pair 0( and P 81ements of C, there 
exists a unique element ~, such that 0(+ ~ C" fj 

Postulate A5 implies the existence of the inverse operation 

of addition. This operation is referred to as subtraction. 
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Thus, 
J =- f)-Q(.. (2.1.5) 

Each element c<=[a,b] of the field C has an inverse given by 

_~ =[-a,-b] .1 (2.1.6) 

The postulates of multiplication are given as for 

addition. 

Ml Closure- To every pair ~ and g elements of C, 
there exists a uniquely defined element of C,
 
known as the product of"" and JJ. 

Commutative Law- "'(0/1 =13°"':;'
M2 

Associative Law- cl.. (8 0 Y) ~ (0( (3 I)) 0 y0M3 
Cancellation Law- o(0'(=(}o'( with YIO implieso(=jM4 

M5 For eve~y pair ~ and 8 elements of C, with 
o<;t[O,Oj and g .t[o,o] , the~e exists a unique ele
ment r.., such that 0(0 ~ co j} . 

Postulate M5 implies the inverse operation of multiplication, 

which is called division. Therefore, 

~.:: 13/c< (2.1.7) 

where ~~ is called the quotient. The value of Ais deter

mined by 

'\ _ .pJ J i3-C + bd, bc - ad] (2.1.$) 
It - /0( L c t + dz- ca.+ dJ.. 

The distributive law is the final postulate necessary 

to prove the. system of complex numbers form a field C. Hence, 

lEinar Hille, Analytic Function Theory (Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1959), I, 2. 

2Ibid., p. 3. 
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Dl For any three ~,~ and, elements of C, 

0.... (g + 'r) = ~ o~ +- 0( 0 'r (2.l.9) 

and therefore multiplication is distributive with respect to 

addition. 3 It has now been established that C,forms a field. 

The set of complex numbers of the form (a,O] can be 

placed in a one-to-one correspondence with the fie~d of real 

numbers, 

[a,q"J ~ a. (2.l.l0) 

In particular, 

[O,oJ -PO (2.1.11) 

[-a ,0] --+ -a (2.1.12) 

[1,0] '-'1. (2.1.13) 

Thus by definition, an isomorphism between the set of 

ordered pairs of the form [a,O] and the set of real numbers 

cxists. 4 Frequently this isomorphism is expressed as saying 

the field of real numbers is embedded in the complex field. 

Symbolically, it is denoted by 

R~R'cC, (2.1.14) 

where R represents the field of real numbers and R' is the 

set of complex numbers of the form [a,01. 5 Since this one

3Ibid~ ,-. 
4Neal H. McCoy, Introduction to Modern Algebra(Boston:

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1960), p. 33. 

5Hille, QQ. cit., p. 15. 
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to-one correspondence does exist between the reals and the 

complex numbers, all complex numbers of the form [a,O] will 

simply be denoted by the symbol a. 

The complex number [O,~ may be given the symbol i, 

such that, 

i 2 -= [0 ,11 L°,11:::: [-1 , oJ = -1 '. (2.1.15)Q 

and i is the square root of -1. The symbol i is often 

referred to as the imaginary number. 

Since, 

[a,b] -=la,o]+lO,b) 

then, 

la,bj ==-[a,OJ+Lb,O] o[O,lJ 

thus [a,bJ can be denoted by a+bi. In this notation it 

should be remembered that a~[a,O], b~[b,OJ and i~[O,l]. 

This form of complex numbers is the most commonly used. 

Geometrical Representation (2.2) 

The idea of mapping the complex numbers on the points 

of a plane was a decisive step forward in the theory of com

plex numbers. A geometrical representation derives its use

fulness from the vivid mental pictures associated with a geo

~etric language. This concept occurred almost simul~aneQusly 

to three great mathematicians- Wessel, Argand and Gauss. It 

is generally agreed that Gauss was responsible for establish

ing this idea universally. The main reasons that Gauss 

receives this credit is that his development was very sys
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tematic and, of course, his authority had been universally 

accepted. 6 

This geometrical idea was brought about by the assump

tion that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

points on a straight line and the totality of real numbers. 

vlith this in mind, it should be possible to represent com

plex numbers in some geometrical fashion. In order to make 

this representation it is necessary to use a plane and intro

duce a system of rectangular coordinates similar to -those 

used in analytical geometry. The plane \1ill be referred to 

as the complex plane or z-plane. Sometimes this plane is 

called the Argand or Gauss plane. On this plane designate 

any point ° as the origin. Through point ° a pair of orthog

onal axes are drawn and the Cartesian coordinates are intro

duced in the usual manner. The abcissa or distance along 

the x-axis is the first number of the number pair (a,b1. 

The unit element on the x-axis is [l,~ or 1. All complex 

numbers of the form [a,OJ lie on the x-axis, so consequently, 

it is called the real axis. The ordinate or distance along 

y-axis is the second number of the number pair [a,~ • The 

unit element on this axis is the complex number [O,~ or i. 

Since all complex numbers of the form [O,~ are points on the 

y-axis, it is customary to call this axis the imaginary axis. 

6Ibid., p. 18. 
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It is sometimes necessary to obtain the value of the 

real axis coordinate of a complex number z, where z =[a, b) 

or a+bi. The symbol R(z) is used to denote this coordinate. 

Likewise, the symbol I(z) is used to symbolize the imaginary 

axis coordinate of the complex number z. In other words, 

given a complex number z= a+ bi, R(z) denotes the real part, 

a, and I(z) designates the imaginary part, b. If the complex 

number is of the form O+bi, it is said to be pure imaginary. 

Every complex number a + bi can now be mapped onto a 

point of the complex plane whose coordinates are [a,b1. Con

versely, every point on the complex plane is associated with 

a unique a+bi. For example, let z=[x,y] or z=x+yi, then 

z wou~d be represented on the complex plane as shown in fig

ure 1. It should be noted that no distinction will be made 

for the symbols that designate points and numbers. 

r(z) 

I
I

X 

,
I 
I 
I
I
I
I
I 

Z : [?<,yJ 

R(Z),. 

FIGURE 1
 

REPRESENTATION OF A POINT ON THE COMPLEX PLANE
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Vector Representation (2.3) 

Each point different from the origin of the complex 

plane determines a vector from the origin to the point z. 

Therefore a complex number can be represented ,as a vector. 

If the notation z=a + bi is used, addition can be repre

sented as the sum of the real components R(z) of two com

plex numbers and the sum of the imaginary parts of the same 

numbers. With this in mind it can be seen that addition of 

complex numbers 'corresponds to vector addition in the complex 

plane according to the parallelogram method. 

Let Z, and Z~ be any two points on the complex plane. 

The addition can then be performed by drawing through Z, 

a line segment equal and parallel to OZa. Call this line 

Z,Z.3. Point Z3 has the coordinates X, + X" YI + Y2" 

therefore Z3 represents Z.+ Zz. The following figure 

shows the parallelogram method of addition. 

I(z) 

Z.=,j}"y,] 

iT 
I >= 
I 1 

R(Z) 

" x,~ 
FIGURE 2
 

ADDITION OF COM~PLEX NU~ffiERS
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Subtraction of complex numbers can just as easily 

be carried out vectorially by use of the parallelogram. 7 

It is often necessary to determine the length of a 

z =[0,0] • 

, z I. By use of the Pythagorean theorem 

Izi =~a2.+b~ • (2.3.1) 

The square of the absolute value is called the norm of the 

complex number. 

The concept of absolute value of a complex number is 

beneficial to the study of areas and regions of the complex 

plane. For example, let r be any positive real number and 
. 

from the definition of absolute value, all the points z 

such t'hat, 

Izl := r (2.3.2) 

defines a circle C' of radius r whose center is at the 

origin. If the inequality signs <or >replace the equal 

7Louis L. Pennisi, Elements of Complex Variables 
(New York, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963), p. 10. 
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sign, the region described is. the interior or the exterior 

of the circle C' respectively. 

To obtain a circle with the center at some point 

other than the origin, say zo' (2.).2) becomes 

lz - z()~ =r (2.).)) 

Again the inequality signs can be used to designate',the 

interior or exterior regions of the given circle. 

The annulus ring is a region bounded by two concentric 

circles. The equation of the annulus is 

r' < /z-zol<.r'" (2.).4) 

where r' and r" are the radii of two circles with center Zoe 

If the boundaries are to be included it is necessary to have 

the equality signs. 

Certain families of circles are very helpful in des

cribing topics to be considered later. Take as an example 

the equation 

S2 It,.e.): I~ t/: c: (2.).5) 

where e, and ~~ are fixed points and C is any positive real 

number. Equation (2.).5) defines a circle except when C = 1. 

In this particular case the equation is the perpendicular 

bisector of l~ne ~~4. It can be seen from the equation 

that these circles are the locus of points whose distance 

from ~I and ~~ have a constant ratio. More information con

cerning this family of circles will be developed later. 

There also exist other families of circles and curves which 
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can be described by using the concept of absolute value. 8 

Polar Representation (2.4) 

Each point z of the complex plane can be represented 

by two polar coordinates ~ and Q. Coordinate ~ is the non
~ 

negative length of vector Oz, or simply Izl, while Q is the 

angle the vector makes with the real axis. This angle is 

called the argument or amplitude of z. It is denoted by 

Q:: arg z • (2•4. 1 ) 

The polar coordinates [<? ,Q] of a complex number 

z =x..,.. iy can be determined from figure 1 by using the fol

lowing equations: 

e=1 zl =-[x lL+ y2 (2.4.2) 

x=C'cos Q (2.4.3) 

y=Esin Q (2.4.4) 

tan Q =y/x. (2.4.5) 

By substitution z =' x + iy becomes 

z =ecos Q+ i esin Q 

or z =- e(cos Q +isin Q) (2.4.6) 

It should be noted that the argument of z gives the direc
~ 

tion of Oz. The argument of a complex number z is infinitely 

multivalued , hence all of its values differ only by ~ntegral 

multiples of'27T, and are congruent to each other mod 27.'. 

The principal value of Q is that value of Q that satisfies 

BHille, £E. cit., pp. 26-28. 



FIGURE 3 

COMPLEX CONJUGATE 

the condition -7T<g~-rr. TheI1efore, two complex numbers are 

congruent if their principal values coincide and their abso

14" 

1Hz) 
o 

I(Z) 

The important application of the polar form of com

plex numbers is the convenience of multiplication. Consider 

imaginary coordinate, they are said to be complex conjugates. 

That is, if z:::: X + iy is a complex number, then the conjugate 

is given by z=x - iy. The conjugate is denoted by the sym

bol 'Z. In polar coordinates where z= f' (cos g + isin g), the 

conjugate becomes z:::-e (cos Q - isin Q). \'lhen number pairs 

are used, the conjugate of z =[e,g] becomes z = ~,-~. In a 

geometrical representation the conjugate of z is the corre

lute values are equal. For the null vector, or zero, the 

amplitude is regarded as undefined or indeterminate. 

If two complex numbers differ only in the sign of the 

sponding point symmetric to the real axis as shown in the 

following figure. 



of two complex numbers. 

15·, 

'Zt- [ea.tea] 
z.,..(e"B,] 

ee,l ~ .. I?(z) 

Another important use of the polar coordinates and 

complex numbers is in the representation of a special family 

of circles. This family has the equation 

I.(Z) I . 'Z,ZZ. = [e,eo e,+ez] 

FIGURE 4 

MULTIPLICATION OF COMPL2X NUMBERS 

any two complex numbers written in polar form, say 

Z 1 == e, (cos Q, + is in Q I ) 

Zz. = fz(cos 92. t- isin 9(,), 

then the product of z/z~can be written in the,form 

z, Zz -= t', (cos 9, + isin Q,) 0 <:z (cos Q2, + isin 9zJ 

z, Zz :' (?, ezfos Q, cos Q~ - sin 91 sin Q~ 

+ i (sin Qr cos Q~ + sin Qz. cos Q, D 
z,I z2.. -:~,f2.[cos(Q,+ Q;t) + isin(Q,+ Q~)] • (2.4.7) 

The length of vector z,z,is equal to the product of the 

lengths of z, and zz' that is ~,l2.o The angle of inclina

tion of the vector z,z~ is the sum of the angles Q, and Qt. 

The following figure shows geometrically the multiplication 
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1 (Q) : arg z - t , - G (2.4.S) 
z -~, - , 

where t, and ~z. are any two fixed points in the complex plane 

and - 0) ('Q< -+ CO;". In essence, these circles are actually cir 

cular arcs from e, to e;,2.. and the complementary arc is 

.r(Q+27r), which of course, is also a member of"r(Q). 

The families r(Q) and Jt( ~, ,~,) form a family of 

orthogonal circles if both have the same fixed points. This 

configuration is often referred to as the circular net or 

Steiner circles. 9 

FIGURE 5
 

STEINER CIRCLES
 

9Lars • V. Ahlfors, comylex Analysis (New York: McGraw 
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953 , pp. 31-32. 
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The Steiner circles have some interesting properties 

that should be mentioned for later use. For example, every 

point of the complex plane except the fixed points has one 

and only one element of each of the familiesjr(Q) and 

J1( t"Ft) pass{ng through it. Also, every circle of the 

family-(1(Q) meets every circle of S(,( ~" Fl.) at righ't angles, 

and conversely.10 

Exponential Representation (2.5) 

Complex numbers can be represented in a form of the 

exponential function. The derivation of the exponential 

representation of z will be presented as developed by 

Townsend. ll It is important to remember that all the prop

erties for eX must be valid, since the real numbers are 

embedded in the field of complex numbers. 

The definition of the exponential function of the 

complex number z = x+ iy is given by the equation 

e Z :: limit (l+z/n)n, (2.5.1) 
n~gg 

where n is a positive whole number. For this definition to 

be true the limit must exist. 

It should be noted that 

1 +z/n;: 1+ x/n + iy/n. '( 2.5.2) 

lOIbid. p. 32. 

llE. J. Townsend, Functions of ~ Complex Variable (New 
York, Henry Holt and Company, 1915), po 122 0 
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Now let 

1 +x/n;:=.e cos Q and (2.5.3a) 

yin: esin Q. (2.5.3b) 

By substitution {l+ z/n)n becomes 

(e cos Q-+- i Csin Q) n , 

which is simplified, by use of basic multiplication, operations 

of complex numbers,12 to the form 

en{cos nQ+ isin nQ). (2.5.4) 

Since n can be taken so large th~t l+x/n is always positive, 

cos g will always be greater than zero. From (2.5.3) the 

principal value of Q is the arctan Y/{n+x) or 

Q=arctan yl (n+ x). (2.5.5) 

The value of e can easily be expressed in terms of x and y 

by use of the equation (2.4.2), thus 

(0 -= U1 +- xln ) 2+ (yin) 2J~ , 
Therefore en becomes 

n - r, 2 .2\ n/2e - J1 + xln ) -r (yin) 'j •
 
2
en = (I+xln )nQ- +y2I (n +x )~ n/ • ( 2 • 5•6 ) 

The limit (2.5.2) can now be simplified by use of 

(2.5.4), (2.5.5) and {2.5.6).13 Thus, 

l2Ruei 'V. Churchill, Introduction to Complex Variables 
and.Applications (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
194$), pp. 11-12. 

13Townsend, ~ cit., pp. 122-3. 
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limit (1+ z/n)n: limit; eh(cos nQ+isin nQ) 
n~Q) n~ CXJ 

-== limit (1+x/n)n[1+y2/(n+x)2] n/2 o 

n~OO 

(cos nQ+isin nQ) 

;;: limit (1 + x/n) no (2.5.7a) 
n~ec 

)l n/21imi t [1 + y2/ (n + x) ~ (2.5.7b)Q 

n~oo 

limit cos n arctan y/(n+x) + 
[ n~c:o 

i limit sin n arctan y/(n+ xU 
n-+ co 

provided these limits exist. These limits do exist and can 

be easily evaluated. 

By the definition of eX, (2.5.7a) becomes 

limit (1+ x/n) n= eX. (2.5.8) 
n~~ 

To evaluate~.5.7~, two situations must be examined. That 

is, \vhen y= 0, then the limit becomes one. If y:l= ° , then 

it is necessary·to rewrite (2.507b) in the form 
1 

llimit [1+ y2/(n+ x)2Jn;.-z. (2.5.9)ln4 co 

2 21 n 
Now limit [ l+y /(n+x) J 

n~oo 

(n+ x) jlimit
2 n~ClC> (n+ x) 2~={limu[1+ 1({n + x) 2J 

noy2 

n-9 C1J y2 
y 

Separating the exponent and applying limit rules 

14Ibid ., p. 123. 

14 
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(nrf-x)2 
2 1limit [1+ (n1+ X)2l y - e and
 

n~co y 2 J
 

limit	 n [y2/(n+-x)2]=0. 
n~a:::> 

Hence, 
O

limit [.1 + y2 Jn = e 0 1= 1. (2.5 0 10) 
n~ 00 (n+ x)2 

By substituting (2.5.10) into (2.5.9), it can be seen that 
1 

. 2 2) n} 2" 0 1 J~
limit [1 +y / (n + x) = (e 

0 

) =1. (2.5.11)2 
{n~oo 

It should be noted that the cosine is a continuous 

function and the 

limit cos n arctan y/(n ~ x) 
n -..cx>
 

:::: cos limit n arctan y/(n+ x)
 
n-GJO 

= cos	 limit ny/(n+x) . arctan y/~n+ x)
 
n~CIO y!(n-t-x
 

::.cos y. (2.5.12a) 

Similarly, 

limit sin n arctan y/(n+x) = sin y. (2.5.12b) 
n-"...o 
Using the limits (2.5.8), (2.5.11) and (2.5.1~) equa

tion (2.5.7) "now becomes 

e Z = eX (cos y + isin y). 15 

15Ibid • 
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If x=-O in (2.5.13), the equation becomes 

iye = cos Y+ isin y 

or writing the above in conventional notation 

iQ f"'I' • f"'Ie =cos (2.5.14)~+lSln~. 

Therefore, the complex number z in polar coordinates, 

z=e (cos Q+isin Q), 

can also be written as 

iQ •'z= ~ e (2.5.15) 

Complex numbers of the form (2.5.15) can easily be multiplied. 

For example, the product of any two complex numbers say, 
• Q . f"'I 

Z, .:=~, e1 'and Zz. = e2.. e1'::'~ would be 
iQ,) iQz, Z2:' ( e, e (e2.. e 2.) 

Z I Zz. = e, fz.ei(Q, + Q2.). 

Again the vector length of Z I Z z. is equal to e, t'z. and the 

angle of inclination is equivalent to the sum of the arguments 

of the two numbers being multiplied or ~f+g~. 

Spherical Representation (2.6) 

The complex numbers have been represented as points 

on a plane. For some purposes it is important to employ a 

surface in three dimensions, specifically the sphere. If 

the sphere is to perform the same function as the plane, 

then, there must exist a one-to-one mapping of the sphere 

onto the plane and vice versa. 

The common procedure for performing this one-to-one 

correspondence is to use the complex plane and to place a 
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sphere of radius one-half un~t, tangent to the plane at the 

origin. The point of tangency is called the south pole, S, 

and the point diametrically opposite it is called the north 

pole, N. 

It is possible to systematically project every point 

of the plane onto the sphere if the north pole is the center 

of projection. This is accomplished by considering the 

rays that emit from N and intersect the plane at point P. 

Each ray will also intersect the sphere at some point called 

the image or pt. A mapping of this kind is referred to as 

a stereographic projection. 

The stereographic projection sets up a one-to-one 

correspondence between the points on the complex plane and 

the sphere. In a similar manner all the points on the sphere 

correspond to one point on the plane, ,rith the exception of N. 

If a new complex number- og called infinity-is introduced, 

then this one exception is removed because N now maps to~. 

This new number performs as any other number, except that 

it cannot be used in the combinational operations. The 

pointcOis considered to be infinitely distant and therefore 

the length of its vector is not defined. Whereas, all the 

other complex numbers are considered to be finite. Consid

ering only the ordered pairs of real numbers the complex 

plane will be called finite or open. By including the point 

00, the plane will be referred to as the infinite or closed 

plane. 
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In working with the complex plane it is beneficial 

to be able to map a given confi~uratiDn of the sphere onto 

the plane and then map it back onto the sphere after perform

ing certain operations. The procedure for 'determining this 

mapping and the properties of the stereographic transformation 

are discussed in detail by Townsend. 16 

16Townsend, Ibid., pp. 184-90. 
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CHAPTZR III 

MOBIU ,3 TitAN SFOR1JI:tTIOHS 

The properties of certain elementary mappings of the 

complex plane onto itself are essential to the development 

of the topic to be considered. It is often convenient to 

use two planes to visulize the mappings. These planes will 

be referred to as the z-plane and the w-plane. The w-plane 

is used to represent the image of the z-plane under a given 

transformation. 

The general form of the basic transformation to be 

considered is defined by the fraction 

T{z)= w= az t-b (J) 
cz+d' 

where z is the independent complex variable, w is the image 

of the mapping and a, b, c and dare 9redetermined complex 

constants. The mapping is known as the Mobius transforma

tion, because A. F. Mobius began the study of an equivalent 

class of geometrical transformations. He called this set of 

mappings "Kreisverl,vandtschaft ll , which means circle relation

ships. This same mapping can be referred to as the bilinear 

transformatio~, fractional linear transformation, homographic 

transformation or homography.l 

lHille, 2£. cit., p. 46. 
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To complete the definition (3), it is necessary to 

include the following restriction, that is 

ad - bc~ o. (3a) 

The reason this stipul~tion must be included is that the 

equality produces a degenerate case. In other words, the 

image points will be. identical to the points in th~. z-plane, 

the imaee points are undefined, or the image points are a 

constant or zero. The extended definition now allows it to 

be said that all IvIobius transformations map the points in 

the z-plane to unique points in the w-plane, except when 

z = -die. Let the point 00 of the w-plane be assigned to 

correspond with z -::: -die and vlhen z = c;O let VI =a/c. Now the 

transformations set up a one-to-one correspondence between 

all the points in the two planes. 

The study of the Mobius transformations can be 

approached by discussing the properties of those mappings 

that have specially assigned complex constants. It will then 

be possible to discuss the general transformation in relation 

to the simpler mappings. 

Translation (3.1) 

When the complex constants are assigned the values 

a:d, c=O and b any arbitrary complex number, the relation

ship (3) becomes 

w=z+B, (3.1.1) 

where B=b/d. The images of z are obtained by adding the 
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vector B to each value of z being considered. This is a 

rigid motion transformation that carries each point z of the 

z-plane the distance JBI in the direction Q, where Q= arg B. 

For example, consider the rG~ion OL R(z) ~ 2' and 0 ~I(z)~ 3 

of the z-plane. The following figure shows the region and 

its image under the mapping w= z + (2+ 3i). 

R. [2."J Q[4-,fo] 
17777>7JT(w) 

1{z) z-pJc:me w- pl.ne. 

R(7) R(w) 

FIGURE 6 

TRANSLATION 

It should be noted that the image is congruent to the 

given region. Generally speaking, the whole plane is trans

lated parallel to the line joinin~ the origin to the point B. 

Each roint is moved except the invariant point 00. A line 
~ 

parallel to OB is translated into itself. Any other line is
 

transformed into a line parallel to the given line.
 

Rotation and/or Dilati'on (J. 2)
 

If the constants of (J) are desie;nated as b = c = 0, 

a and d to be any arbitrary constants, the Mobius transfor

mation becomes 



ten as 

which is another rieid motion maFtJing kno",m as rotation. 

(J.2.3) 

(J.2.2) 

= ~=l, (J.2.2) 

w- pl 'lYle... 

~I/[o::] R(w) 

P~,Y2:] 

y(w)., 
G/[-~",ifJ 

R'E3YiIff. 
~,2 

Assuming z =rei~, (J.2.1) becomes 

FIGURE 7 

ROTATION 

z- pl~~e. 

I(z) 
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w =Az, . (J.2.1) 

Geometrically speaking (3.2.3) is a rotation of the radius 

vector about the origin through the angle Q. For example, 

the region 0 ~ R(z) ~ 2, 0 ~ I (z) <: 3 under the Ivlobius trans

formation w= r ~-{2 i) z is shovm in figure 7. 

takes the form 

w-::rei(Q+¢) , 

vlhere A =a/d. Since A is a complex number, it can be writ-

where 

A= ee 
iQ 

, 

€= IAI and Q = arg A. 
w = (e e iQ ) (re i ¢) 

w= erei(Q-t ¢} • 

\Vhen a value of A is chosen such that \AI 
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It should be noted that from the definition of polar 

coordinates the Arctan Q =R~R:.1 or Q =45 0 
• Therefore, the 

2 • 2 
w-plane shows the region of the z-plane rotated 45 0 around 

the origin. The image is congruent to the region under con

sideration. 

The origin is always an invariant point of the rota

tion transformation. If the extended plane is being used, 

thenClOis mapped into itself. Also, circles with centers at 

the origin are mapped into themselves, ~rith the interior of 

each circle transformed into itself. A line through the 

origin is carried into another line through the origin making 

an angle Q with the first line. 

Vmen a value for A is chosen such that IA(=e F 1 

and arg A or Q=:O, then (J.2.2) would be 

w :::: ere i ¢. (J.2.4) 

This transformation is known as dilation or stretching. It 

is often classified by the relationship of e to 1. That is, 

if e> 1, the mapping is known as a magnification, and if e< 1 

it is referred to as a contraction. 

In this mapping the radius vector is magnified or con

tracted by a ratio of e: 1. For example the region °L. R(z) ~ 2 

and °S I (z) <::. )' is magnified by the Mobius transformation 

w, = 2z 

and contracted by 

Wz. = z/2 



w,--pI ~ 11< 

R(w,) 

P'(4,o] 

FIGUHE 8 

I(w,) 

T(7.) 

R I~ ~j 7\7 7> 

It should be noted that the image is similar to the 
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itself, and (3) any circle with center at the origin is car-

on one side of a line through the origin is mapped into 

as shown in figure 8. 

ried into another circle with center at the origin. 

are the same as for rotation. In (3.2.4) some properties 

should be observed. These are: (1) all straight lines through 

the origin are transformed into themselves, (2) a half plane 

given region. The invariant points of the dilation mappings 

DILATIon 

~\!hen a value for A is chosen such that IA\ 1= I and 

arg A*O, the Mobius transformation takes the form given in 

(3.2.2). This mapping can be imacined as a combination of 

(3.2.3) and (3.2.4).' Obviously, the invariant points are ° 
and 00. It should be mentioned that all circles with center 

at the origin are carried into other circles having the same 

center. Each half line through the origin is mapped into 

,a half line making an angle Q with the g~ven line. 
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Linear Tr~nsform~tion (3.3) 

A linear mapping is a Mobius transformation that is 

a combination of the mappings discussed in (3.1) and (3.2)~ 

The complex constant c =0, while the other "constants are any 

complex numbers. The general form of the linear transfor

mation is 

w;:; Az + B (3.3.1) 

where A= aid and B = bid. 

The linear transformation is the product of two 

mappings. Let, 

Z ::: Az and 

w = Z+B, 

then (3.3.1) is a rotation and/or dilation followed by a 

translation. It is important to perform the mappings in the 

indicated order, because these transformations are not com

mutative. 

Generally speaking, under a linear transformation the 

image is similar to the given region. The invariant points 

are QJ and b/(d - a). The determination of the invariant 

points will be described in 4.5. 

Reciprocal Transformation (3.4) 

The Mobius transformation 

w =l/z (3.4.1) 

is obtained by letting a = d = ° and b = c. This mapping is 

referred to as the reciprocal transformation. It should be 
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mentioned that	 this particular mapping is an involution. 

That is, repeated application of this transformation gives 

the original region as an image. By using polar coordinates 

in exponential	 form, (3.4.1) can be vITitten as 
iQ 

w= 1/ re or 

w= e e 
i ¢, '. (J.4.2) 

where e= l/r and ¢= -Q. 

It can be seen that (3.4.2) is the product of two 

consecutive transformations. The mappings are 
iQ

Z' 1 e	 (J.4.3a) 
r 

W:: Zf •	 (J.4.3b) 

The point z, is obtained by inversion with respect to the 

unit circle. Geometrically spe~king, z' is the point on the 

half ray originating at the origin and passing through z 

such that Izl 0lz'l =1. The final image or w is the conjugate 

of z', which is the rotating of the point z, about the real 

axis. This operation is often called reflection. The fol

lowing figure shows the image of any point z under the 

Mobius transformation w = 1/z. 

-1
 

FIGUR.2: 9
 

RECIPROCATION
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It should be noted thJt the points outside the unit 

circle are carried to points inside tD8 unit circle and 

vice versa. Those points on the unit circle are mapped to 

other points on the unit circle. The points 1 and -1 are 

left invariant under this mapping. 

To consider the point at infinity it should be 

observed when z increases without bound, z' decreases 

correspondingly. This is stated symbolically by 

if z ~ oC', then z' --'" 0. 

Therefore the image of z = is ° under the mapping w=l/z.c:>O 

Similarly, when z-=O, then W=<::>o. 

Generally speaking, the reciprocal transformation 

maps circles or straight lines into circles or straight lines. 

This is shown by using the general equation for.a circle of 

analytical geometry, that is, 

A(x?-+ y2 )+b, x+bZy+ c ==0. (3.4.4) 

Let 

B=L (b l - ib z ) and since 
2A 

2zz.= x2+ y , 

the relationship (3.4.4) can be rewritten with these sub

stitutions. The new general equation of a circle becomes 

Azz +-B~ 1" Bz +C =0, (3.4.5) 

where A;f0 and C are real constants. 

v'Then C=O, (3.4.5) becomes the equation of a circle 

that passes through the origin, z=O. \\TIen A=O, the general 
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relationship reduces to a stpaight line. 

The reciprocal ~aprin~ m~rs the circle given by 

(3.4.5) into another circle given by 

GvM +- Bw +- B·vf + A=0, if G:f:. °. 0.4.6) 

The above equation is obtained by substitution. If G:::. 0, 

the general circle maps into a straight line not through 

the origin. 

vmen A= °·and G:f: 0, the equation (3.4.5) would 

represent straight lines not through the origin. Applying 

w=l/z, the image would take the form 

CVM+ Bw+ Bw =0, 

which are circles through the origin. 

Finally, when A=.O and G~ 0, 0.4.5) becomes 

Bz+-Bz=O, 

or straight lines through the origin. The reciprocal trans

formation would transform these lines into 

Bw +Bw~ 0, 

which are obviously straight lines through the origin. 

As an example of the preceeding discussion, consider 

the lines x= L, "* ° and y =12.*,0. The images of these lines 

under the mapping (3.4.1) would be circles which are.tangent 

to the axes at the origin of the w-plane. If 

w= u+iv and z= x+ iy 

then the mapping w=l/z would be 
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1 _u+iv == x - iy.
x-f--iy  x2+ y2 

Therefore, 

x and -y ~ v.
2 2~ u 

x + y	 x2+y2 

Also, 

2 2 1 
u + v =~ 2
 

x + Y
 

hence, 

u	 -v2 2 ~ x and 2~ 2 ---l' y.
 
u +v U + v
 

So -when	 x == 1, and y =1 z , then 

1 
I 

and -v 1
4 

• (3.4.7) 
2 2 2 2 

u +vu+v 

Upon completing the squares of the equations (3.4.7), the 

following relationships develop. That is, 

u 
2+ v 

2 
- u= 0 u 2+ v 2+v = 0 

1, 12, 

u - 1....)2+ v2_ (L\2 u 
2 

+rv+ L \2=(1....\2
( 24) - 211} \ 21~} 21z) 

which are the images of the given lines. 2 The given set of 

lines and their images are sho\ffi in figure 10. 

Mobius	 Transformation (3.5) 

The Mobius transformation as defined in (3) can be 

2Churchill, QE. cit., p. 55. 
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shown to be composed of the three transformations already 

presented in this chapter. There are two cases according 

as c= 0 or c:;t:O. In the first case, 

w _ az +b
 
- d
 

which reduces to 

w-:=	 ~+b. (J.5.1) 
d d 

Obviously, (3.5.1) is a dilation and/or rotation followed by 

a translation. 

If c = 0 the derivation is as follows, 

w.:::::: az + b 
cz +d 

§.[z +b aJ 
c Z +d c
 

=,g,[Z+b/a+d/c - d/~
 
c Z +d/c j
 

== ,g, [1+ bLa - d/cl
 
c z+d/c J
 

_ .§; [1 + bc - ad]
 
- c ac ( z 1- d/ c)J
 

~,g, +bc - ad ( 1 ) • (J.5.2)
 
c c2 z d/c 

The equation (3.5.2) should be considered as a product of 

the simpler mappings. That is, let 

z, = z+'d/c (translation) (J. 5. 2a) 

Zz == l/zl (reciprocation) (J. 5. 2b) 
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Z3=~C 2ad) Zz. (dilat.ion ctnd/or rotation) (J. 5. 2c) 

c 

then 

W= z3 +a/c. (trclDslation) (J • 5•2d) 

The order of performing these mappings is important because 

the elementary mappings are not 

L, f' -i" Y~"i t ,L, .. -t 

L _.l __ -l- __ 1_ --l- ...J :....:t._~ 

x 

__ ~ __ ~ -l- -I- Lz.:_-~ 

---1-+ - - -/..'/..""; --t. 

c orrunutative. 

FIGURE 10
 

RECIPROCATION
 



CHA2T2H. IV 

PROPERTI~S OF l<)BIU;': TR-d(:_::li'ORi'il.t\TION3 

In order to fully appreciate the us~fulness of the 

110bius transform~tio~, its prop~rties must be considered. 

It has been established that this mapping transforms the 

z-plane onto the w-plane in a one-to-one correspondence. 

Group (it.l) 

The set of Mobius transformations forms a group M. 

It should be remembered that a group is an algebraic struc

ture consisting of a set G of elements and a binary law of 

combination (*) on G having the following properties: 

A)	 There exists an identity element 3 in G, such 

that a * E-=E ):' a==a, where a is an element of G. 

B)	 The operation * is associative in G. That is,· 

(a ):' b) ):' c=a );, (b ~:~ c), vrhere a, band care 

elements of G. 

C)	 Every q in G has an inverse in G, denoted by q-l 

-' -1 -1._ T'such , ,q -,' q = q ),- q =. oCJ.tha t 

A subgroup of G is a subset of G that is also a group with 

respect to the operation of G restricted to the subs~t, and 
l

having	 the same identity element. 

The set M of elements used to define a transformation 

~CCOy, gQ. cit., p. 167. 
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group will consist of all the transformations of the form 

T(z)= w = az + b , where ad - bc,:fO. 
cz+d 

The functional notation is used as a convenience in verifying 

the group properties. \Jhen the argument of the function is 

clearly understood, it is usually omitted. For example, in 

the above relationship, it would be satisfactory to use 

T_ az+b. 
- cz + d . 

If R is another transformation of M, such that 

w'=H(w), 

then the definition for the binary operation, called multi

plication. is 

w'= R[T(zD = RT(z)=RT. (4.1.1) 

It should be noted that RT is a single linear transformation 

resulting from the application of two transformations. The 

order of performance of the operation is from riGht to left. 

In other words, first perform th9 transformation T and then 

operate with R on the image of T. 

The identity element E of M is 

T(z)=w=z (4.1.2) 

If three transformations of M are given, say ~, S, 

and T, then 

R(ST) = (RS)T. (4.1.)) 

The law of association is verified by direct substitution. 

Finally, the inverse of T or T- l is given by the 
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transformation 
-1 . 

T ( z )= -d\'l + b • (4.1.4) 
cw -a 

It has now been established that the set of all Mobius 

transformations forms a group M. 

There exists various subgroups of ~I. Obviously, the 

elementary transformations of rotation, dilation, and trans

lation are subgroups of I~. The transformations of the form 

w =liz do not form a subgroup of I'll because the set does not 

contain the identity element. A special subgroup of M is 

composed of all the Mobius transformations where the con

stants have the relationship, ad-bc=l. These transfor

mations are said to be of normal form and are referred to 

as the unimodular group.2 

Circle Preserving (4.2) 

The straight line is sometimes considered to be a 

special case of a circle. That is, a straight line is a 

circle considered to have an infinite radius. It can then 

be said that the Mobius transformation maps circles into 

circles. This circle preserving property can be established 

from the fact that the three simple transformations that 

compose the Mobius transformation carry circles and straight 

2Constantin Caratheodory, Theory of Functions of ~ 
Complex Variable (New York: Chelsea Publishing Company,
1954), p. 5. 
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lines into circles and straight lines. To fully verify this 

property it is necessary to develop the concept of cross 

ratio. 

Cross Ratio (4.)) 

Consider four points A, B, C, and D on a given line L 

as shown below. 

, ~ ~ f ~ ~L 

FIGUH:::; 11 

LINE L 

Suppose the line segment AB is divided by C to give the ratio 

-AC : CB, (4.2.1) 

then divided by D to obtain the corresponding ratio, 

AD : DB • (4.2.2) 

Cross ratio, sometimes called anharmonic ratio, is the ratio 

of (4.2.1) to (4.2.2). That is 

(AC : CB) : (AD : DB). 

The above relationship can also be written in the following 

manner 

AC 0 DB (4.2.3)-AD oCB 

Symbolically (4.2.3) is denoted by (AB,CD). Notice grouping 

and order are essential. vl~en the cross ratio is to be 

applied it is usually rewritten in the form 
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fc -a) tb -d) , (4.2.4)
d-a) 

Q 

b-c)0 

where the small letters are the coordinates of the points. 

The four points given in figure 11 have twenty-four 

permutations, that is, different arranGements. Therefore, 

there would be twenty-four cross ratios of four points. 

Some of the permutations hQve the same cross ratio values. 

In fact, there are only six distinct values of the cross 

ratios. For example, all of the following have the same 

value: 

(AB,CD); (BA,DC); (CD,AB); (DC,BA).
 

Relationship (4.2.3) is the ratio of products of line
 

segments. That is, the cross ratio is the ratio of product 

AC DB to the produGt AD CB. Sinc e tl:.ere exists four points,0 0 

these determine six different line seements. The line seg

ments can be paired as above to form the products 

AB CD; AC • DB; AD BC • (4.2.5)0 0 

The cross ratio of four points now becomes the ratio of two 

products (4.2.5) along with a negative sign. If the values 

of (4.2.5) are r, s, and t respectively, then the six dis

tinct cross ratios are 

r . ,- .§. - ~ 
s t r 

(4.2.6) 
s - ~ - r. 
r s t 

The above ratios are not independent but rather in recip

rocal pairs and the product of each row it -1. Also, 
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r + s + t	 -::: 0. Thatis, 

r+ s + t	 = AB·CD +ACoDS+ AD .. BC 

=AB·CD-f- ACoDB + (AC+ CD) (BL: +DC) 

=ABoCD +-AC"DB +ACoBJ+ l-iCoDC + CDDBD+CDoDC 

=ABoCD + ACo DB - (ACo DB+ ACo CD-+--CDoDB+ CDoCD) 

=AB.. CD -I-ACoDB - ACoDB - AC ·CD - CDoCD - C'DoDB 

=ABoCD - CD(A.C+ CD+DB) 

=AB" CD - CD "AB 

r+s-\-t=O. 

It can novl be shown that if -r/s=-K, then 1 - K is also a 

cross ratio. Hence, 

_ l: _ t	 - .§. -= ° 
s s s
 

_r_t=l
 
s s
 

_ t = 1+.£.
 
s s 

_ t = 1 - K (4.2.7) 
s 

If -r/s=K, then (K - l)/K is another cross ratio. This 

relationship is developed from 

(-r/s) (-s/t) (-~.:Jr) = -1. (4.2.8) 

The value for -sit in (4.2.7) becomes s/(s+r), therefore 

(4.2.8)	 can b~ rewritten as 

(-r/s) [s/(s+r)] (-t/r)= -1 

-t/r=(s+r)/r 

-t/r= s/r+1 
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-t/r = -l/K ... 1 

-t/r= (K - l)/K (4.2.9) 

The reciprocals for (4.2.7) and (4.2.9) are easily 

found. Therefore if -r/s~K, then the cross ratios of 

(4.2.5) can be represented as: 

1 K-l 
K l-K --r 
1 l-K K 

(4.2.10) 

K K-l 

The cross ratios under consideration have been for 

distinct finite points. If the value of one of the points 

becomes infinite the cross ratio (4.2.)) reduces to a simple 

ratio. For example, let D become infinite, then the cross 

ratio 

AC :-.A.Il 
CB DB 

becomes 

AC . -1-. 
CB 

since AD and DB are equal in magnitude but opposite in 

direction. Thus, (AB, CoO) becomes AC : BC. 

From (4.2.4) it can be seen that a line segment is 

represented as· the difference of two coordinates. If two 

images of a Mobius transformation are Wt and w~, then the 

line segment used in the cross ratio would be wL - Wj. 

Obviously, 
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w. - w.
oJ_

_ a Z i. + b ilZJ + b
L 

CZi+ d CZ3 + d 

-

_ aczC:Zj +adzi,.+ bc:~~ ,+bd -(aczi z.i+adz.,it-bcz,+bd) 
(~~'+d'lc'"'''''''d)C":::.I .. \.LJ\ ':'J' 

aczL zj+adz.: +bcZJ+bcl -ClCZj. ZJ -adZ; -bcz~ -bd 
- ( C Zi. + cl) ( C Zj +- d) 

_ adz L+ bczj - aclzj - C)CZ~ 

(CL;i. + d) (CZj +- d) 

adz L- :3 d Zj - be Z L+ b C zj 
( C Z ~ + d) ( C Zj + d j 

_ ad(~- ZJ) - bC(Zi- Zj) 

- ( C zi + d) ( C Zj + d) 

ad - bc ( ) (4.2.11) 
:: (c zi + d) ( C Zj +- d) z( - Zj 

Let i=3, j =1 and i=-2, j=4 in (L~.2.11) and then form the 

f)roduct. Thus, 

(vl,J- w, ) (w:z.- ~)=Q(;"J'- z,) (z2.- z4), (4.2.12) 

where 

Q= (ad-bc)2 • 
(c Z I +- d) ( C Z ~ 1- c) ( C Z3 + d) ( C z... + d) 

Sinc e Q is a symmetrical relat,ionship Vlit,h respect to 

ZK ' v/here ( K== 1,2,3,4), other values for i and j vJill 

obtain the same Q. For example, let i= 4, j == 1 and i:: 2, j =3, 

then form the nroduct. Thus . ,. 
(W"f'- - w, ) (w~ - \"13 )= Q( z... -Z I ) ( Z 2. - Z3) 0 (4.2.13) 

If the values for zK and 1:IK , where (1(=1,2,3,4) are finite 

and distinct, the quotient 0: (4.2.1~) and (4.2.13) is 
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t'tl3 - W, ) (v"Vz. - vl4) 
W"'J - W,) (W2.  W5) 

_ 
-

(Z3- 2/) (Zz.
(Z4  Z,) ( Z2. -

Z1) 
Z 3 ) 

(402.14) 

Each side of the relationship (4.2.14) is the cross 

ratio of four finite distinct points. The right hand side 

can be designated by 

(7, ,Z2.;z3'z,,). , (4.2.15) 

Again there are twenty-four crOSJ ratios of the four points, 

but there exists only six distinct values. That is, all of 

the following have the same v~lue: 

(Z, ,zZ;z3,z4)' (z3,z4;z, ,zz)' (z~,z, ;z~,z.1)' (Z4-,Z3;z2.'z,), 

If (4.2.14) exists then this relationship asserts that under 

a Mobius transform~tion the cross ratio of four distinct 

finite points is invariant if these points map into four 

distinct finite points. The proof of the invariance property 

is obtained by substituting v~= az,+ b , as (l=1,2,3,4) in 
CZi+ d 

(4.2.14) and reducing both sides of the equation to identical 

expressions. 

If (z, ,Z~;Z5,z4) = A, then all the possible cross 

ratio values can be obtained with respect to A as in (4.2.10). 

The values are: 

( z, , Z4; Z.3' , Z~) = )... 

(Z, , Zi ;'Z4 , ZJ ) = l/~ 

( ZI , Z.J ; Z<' Z4-) ==- 1 - /\ 
(4.2.16) 

( z, , z3 ; z,p zz) == 11 (1 - ~ ) 

(z"z4;z3'zZ) -= AI()\.- 1) 

(z. , z+ ; Zz , z,) = (1\ - 1)~ 
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The values for !l are.usually complex numbers as 

seen from the definition, hence the cross ratios are points 

on the complex plane. If A corresponds to circles in the 

complex plane, then the values for the various ratios also 

correspond to circles. If A. is the points in a region 

bounded by circles, t:ien 'the other ratios are simil'arly 

described. 3 

The definition of cross ratio can be extended to 

include infinite points. If z.= 00, the ratio is denoted by 

(co,zZ.;z3'z",,). i"Then linIit and continuity definitions are 

used the value of A is obt~ined as shoNn below. 

A= limit ~ Z3 - Z I ) ( z?v- Z4)
 
z,--71" c:>O z4- z,)(Z'2,.- 23 )
 

limit= (z*:
Z/~oo 

=limit (0 - 1)(z6- z:t-) 
z/_co (0 - 1) (Zz. - Z3) 

= Z'2.- Zq. (4.2.17) 
Z4 - z:; 

In a similar manner the value for A can be obtained for. 

Z4' z3 or, z~ as these values approach infinity. Therefore, 

the cross ratio of four distinct points is invariant under 

a Mobius transformation. 

The cross ratio can be expressed as a ~obius trans

formation, that is 

3Townsend, QQ. cit., pp. 180-2. 
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A- Az,+ B 
-Cz,+D' 

where, A= z4- -zz..' B= Z3(ZZ. -Z4-), c:, z,3- z<" and D ==z4 (z,3- 7z.). 

It can now be seen that three distinct points determine one 

and only one ~obius transformation, becayse the fourth point 

z, assumes an arbitrary value in such a way that the cross 

ratio equals A 0 Hence, for the cross ratio of four points, 

(z, ,Z~;Z3'Z~), to have a unique value at least three of the 

four points must be distinct. 

If one of the points ZI, Zz or z3 coi~cides with z+, 

the v,:tlue s for .A. bec on~e AI:::: c:o, .It ~ = 0, A.;::: 1, re spectively 0 

For a given cross ratio A. l there e~dsts a unique fourth 

point determined by three points, it is then easily verified 

that 

( 1,00; 0,1\) =="A. (4.2.18) 

The three points 1,00, and 0 all lie on the real axis. If 

~ is a real number, the fourth point also lies on the real 

axis. It can now be said that four points z" zz, z3 and z~ 

lie on the same circle C*, if and only if the value of the 
4 cross ratio (z"zZ.;z.pz4) is real. 

It was mentioned earlier that as z I ~ z3 the cross 

ratio approached zero, consequently, w, ~V~. Similarly as 

z, ~ z2. and z,~ z+ the images of these points as obtained 

from the cross ratio are w~ and w4 respectively. 

4Caratheodory, ~ cit., p. 30. 
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If C~ and Cw are circles on the z-plane and w-plane 

respectively, then there exists a unique ~lobius transfor

mation that will map C~ onto CWo The mapping is easily 

obtained by choosinG any three ?oints on C~ and any three 

points on Cw , then applying the cross ratio. ~hen the 

cross ratio is solved for w, the desired transformation is 

obtained. 5 

Conformality (4.4) 

Another important property to be considered in this 

chapter is that the Mobius transformation is a conformal 

mapping. Simply, a mappinG is Haid to be conformal if it 

preserves angles and sense of direction. It seems obvious 

that this would be a property of the ~obius transformations 

since rotation, translation, dilation and reciprocation are 

conformal. 

To prove that the Kobius transformation is a con

formal mapping it is necessary to use the following theorem, 

at each point \tlhere a function f(z) is analytic and f'(z)#"O, 
6

the mapping w=f(z) is conformal.

The proof is made in two steps. First, it is necessary 

to show the Mobius transformation is an analytic function, 

and then show the derivative is not equal to zero. 

5Churchill, ~ cit., p. 60.
 

6Ibid ., p. 1)6.
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One way to show that a function is analytic is to 

derive the derivative directly from the definition. If the 

derivative exists in a V,vo dimension::tl oren region, then the 

function is said to be an,l~tic at ~ll fointS!of the region. 

The definition of a deriv~tive is 

f' ( z) = 1 imi t f(2 ..-I--..6;;;) - f(z.. ) ,:,here .Az='zo -z. 
..6.z ~o D.Z 

The derivative of the ~~Gbius t,r,Jjlsfol':i1cttion then becomes 

.3. Z ..T6 Z + 0 ":.:;Co+-O[ ( '~ 'J
f' (z)=	 limit _c(Zq+Gz) i]. - cZ,,+d
 
Llz-+O . Az
 

-::: 1 imi t [a ( Z 0+ A :;~ )+ bJ [c ~~ ..+d]_- rCl z"-+ bJ [ c ( z"~ z ) of- d] 
~z~O Az [c l Zo+6Z) +,J] [:z..+dJ 

= limit [;)'20+" ~::~ + 1::J C: :0+ J - fl~" +b~J c zo+cAz + d] 
6z~ 0 A.:.. [ C (Zo+AZ.) + '.;D[c z'o+ d 

_limit r,cz 2+ ~("- ,~+:,(.r> + .. ' ... +'"c'jA'-+bd("~ 0 ,") .J ,~j 0 ,.1 L _J' ~' ; "JO ~i. LJ _,_ ' 

-~z~O Az C Zo+AZ)+ J][czo-/-cD 

acz3+ ;;CZoAZ+,:c~~od+ccZo+bC4Z+ bd 
AZc..C (Z,,+~~)+ riT[ ezo+d] 

')	 ", b'= limit ':> C '7'-L.J + (r,.. C .t...Jr> o J\ '7....... + t_J._LJo '" r'~' + ''i ..(' ~ '7 +- Ci 
I
('. """' i~O--'Cl.~w

...L.') (i A 
q 

AZ~O AZ [e (::;O-rL) Z )+ OJ [eZOT oj 

~z [c ( ZO -t-L1 Z) -f- dJ [e zo+d] 

= limi t adAz - bCA:~ 

AZ~O 6z[clz,,+AZ) + d][cZo+-d] 

"'" 1 im i t _ A z (ad - be) _. 
~z~O .o:1z[e(zo+Az) +d][czo+-d] 

=lin:i t a cl - be
 
Az-J' 0 [c ( Zo+A Z ) -I- d] [c zo+dJ
 

f' (z) = ad - bc
 

(CZ+d)2
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\',Then Az==O, then Z:::Zo. Therefore, 

f' ( z) == ad - bc 
(cz+d)2 

The deriv'ltive sxist.s at all roints -except z = -d/c, 
vlhere the function is undefined. henc e, the transformation 

is analytic except at the undefined point. Also t~e deriv

ative is not e~ual to zero bec~use of th8 restriction 

ab -bc:;bO included in the definition of the l'lObius trans

forma.tion. 

Invariant Points (4.5) 

The final property to be considered is the coinci

dence of the points of the z-plane anrl the w-r>lane under 

the Mobius transformation. The fixed points occur when 

w=z 

hence, 

z_ az+ b 
cz+ d 

cz 2+dz=az+b 

2 
cz +dz -az -b=O 

2 
c z + (d -a) z - b = O. (4.5.1) 

It is immediately observed that there exists at most, two 

roots of (4.5.1). By applying t~le quadratic formula· these 

two roots ~ I' ~~ are obtained as 

t: :. a-d+-D (4.5.2a) 
~I 2c 

~~

_ a-d 
-

T"' __ - 1) (4.5.2b) 
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where D= [(d-a)2+ 4bcJb. '(hen D=O thf; two roots coincide. 

'/hen c,= 0 and a:f: d there exi sts one filii te root and an 

infinite root. The finite root ~ , becomes 

r: :=: L, (4.5.)) 
'" d-a 

as mentioned in (3.3). In the case of pure transla~ion, 

where c = 0 and a= d, the invariant :9oints coincide at 

infinity. This coinciJence is usually r~ferred to as the 

double root at infifiity. 

Therefore, every gobius transformation, except the 

identity, has two and only tHO invariant points. Hence, 

if a Mobius transformation has more than two fixed points 

the mapping must be the identity. 
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CHABTEH V 

CLASSIFIC..\TION OF EOBIU S TH,-dJ 2I·'Od.lI :::'TIOKS 

The number of distinct invariant points and the behav

ior of the Mobius transformation with respect to these points 

provides a useful basis for classification. 

Introduction (5.1) 

Any Mobius transfor~ltion can bo classified to be 

loxodromic or parabolic according to the invariant points 
1

being distinct or coincident. 

Consider the case #here the mapping has two finite 

fixed points ~/ and ~;t' such that f, =1= ~l.. 0 Under the iVlObius 

transformation, 

z - ~I , 

G(z) =J-= z - ~z. (5.1.l) 

~I is mapped to the oriB;in of the d--plane and ~t. is carried 

to infinity. Therefore, the family of circles ,(Q), (2.4.8), 

throue;h ~, and ~:t is mClpped into the family of straight lines 

throue;h the origin. The family of circles .il(F;', ~), (2.].5), 

is transformed into the family of concentric circles with 

the origin as the center. If these families lie in the 

z-plane, then, the corresponding f~,;lily lies in the'} -plane. 

Similarly, if the families of circles are imagined 

lHille, 2£. cit., p. 52. 
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to be in the w-plane, then their corresponding families 

would lie in the W-pl-:me and 

G(w) = W = Vi - ~-L (5.1.2)
Vi - ~ l.

The relationship for W, written in fl~nGtional notation, is 

W= GTG- l ( ,). (5.1.3) 

Since (5.1.3) has 0 and 00 as invariant points, the 

mapping is a rotation and/or dil~tion as defined in (3.2). 

Thus, relation (5.1.3) reduces to the siwpler form 

W= Kr' (5.1.4) 

where K is a given complex number, corllll1only called the 

multiplier. Consequently, (5.1.4) can be written in a 

normal form 

Vi - ~g, 
w _ ~ =K :l:-..:::..r I (5.1.5)

r~ z - ~.a.. 
The value for 1\ is obtained by use of the cross ratio. 

Let ~" ~z. and c::e> be carried into "0' ~.l. and a/c respect

ively. Then the cross ratio 

(VV -W, ) (W2,-W3) _ (z -2 ,) (Zz-Za) 
(w -W,) (W/-W,:,) - (z -Z2) (Z,-Z3 J 

reduces to 

(w -Vv / ) (\'12 -Wa ) = (z - z , ) (5.1.6)
(w -Wz.) (WI -""3) ( z -z,..) 

since z3 =c::o. Upon substitution of the kno'.m cor... stants 

(5.1.6) becomes 

tW - ~, )(h-afc)_z - F, 
w - ~J..) (~, -a c) - z - --c.'L 
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(5.1.7)

: =i,:=~ =~ ~~) l~J 
The above	 relationship takes the norQal form 

VI - FL=K z - "€-'--, (5.1.8) 
w - Z t,z~:a.. 

where K =	 a - c f;L . 
a - c ~z.. 

It should be noted that z = -d/c and w = can bec:e> 

used for points of the cross ratio, instead of z= 00 and 

w -a/c. In this case K= d+c g~ . 
d-t-c"f., 

The value of K determines the character of the trans

formation. The importance of using K is shown when ~Titing 

powers of K. That is, if (5.1.8) is to be repeated n times, 

the mapping is written 

w - "% I = Kn z - ~-L- • 

W - ~'- z - ~:z.. 

The loxodromic transformations are classified in 

terms of K. By writing K vii th a modulus A and(> 0) 

amplitude Q, the multiplier K becomes 

K:::::: Ae iQ • 

Hynerbolic Transformation (5.2) 

A transformation is called 2 hyperbolic transformation 

when K=-A, 0<.11..;;=1, and Q=O. Thus, (5.1.4) reduces to 

W=AJ-. (5.2.1) 

The above relationship is a dilation from the ori~in as 

discussed in (3.2). 
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It should- be remembered -that: 1) a straight line 

through the origin is tr~nsformsd into itself, 2) the half 

plane on one side of a line through the origin is mapped 

into itself, 3) a circle with center at the origin (the 

family of circles ortho;onal to the f~mily of fixed lines 

through the origin) is transforwed int,o some other member 

00of the family, and Ie) the points 0 and are inverse 

points with respect to any circlE, with center at the origin. 

The hyperbolic transformation has the follo~ing 

properties: 1) any circle throu~h the fixed points is car

ried into itself, 2) the interior of 2 circle through the 

fixed points is transformed into its81f, 3) any circle 

orthogonal to the circles throu~): the fixed points is 

mapped into some other circle orthogonal to the family of 

circles through the fixed points, and 4) the fixed I'oints 

are inverse points with respect to each circle of (3). 

An example of a hyperholic Mobius transformation is 

"" .::: .3 z -4 • (5.2.2) 
-z+3 

The fixed points "%" ~<. are 2 '3.nd -2. That is, when 

\tV = z, then 

Z = 3z-L~
 
-z+ 3
 

-z2+3z=3z -4
 

z2 -4 =0
 

therefore ~,~ are 2 and -2 respectively. 
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~he calculation for r: is easily obtained since, 

K = a -c fL 
a -c ~2-

_ 3 -(-1) (2) 
- 3 -(-1) NT 

=5 

The multiplier is a positive real YlU.JKT and theref,ore is 

classified as a hyberbolic translo~~~tion. 

To illustrate the hyperbolic transformation, or in fact 

any transformation that has two ~iDite fixed [oints, it is 

convenient to use four ~ifferen~ plaTIes. Le~ th~ planes be 

'<... ,,,r d T'~" ',1'1 ~ "" ,,1" c ~ "'r'" t dore'; '•• 'O",n, 0'z, C1 ,1Y an w. IF:~ r~~>-'-Vd vO 0.-:; ~r~,["S..LOrn,el" ..Lc) -'- C'l)" es·~n e 

in the z-plane. The best ~x1mples for the hyperbolic trans

formations are ele~ents of families of circles ~(g) and 

1L (~" f,z..). The circles C, a:dd C:l.. 1'['8 elements of l'(Q) 

and C.,3 and C4- are members of fl( ~, f~). The region of 

the z-plane is shovffi.beloi>r. 

I(z) 
("4 

FIGUH:~ 12 
z-?L~~:':':' 
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The circles of tr.'2 z-l}lan(~ ."l,~~C nov; transformed into 

the '}-plane by tra'. sfor:ru:d:-icn (~.1.1). It should be remem

berGd that this manniEr; c<T"-~ies 1: to 0 and ?:" to 00.. . , rt ~1. 

Thus, it is readily sest: t,,';t t:-~(: f,',J:liJy r'(G) is transformed 

in the family of fixed lines pa~sin~ through the origin. 

The family of circles 12.. ( ~, , ~2.) 'flaIlS into the family of 

concentric circles -Ilith t~e cent"}rs at trle oriGin. The 

following fiEure shows the four circles of the z-plane 

after the mapping (5.2.3). 

F ~ ,"P ',' ',:' 131. ,.rU fc,-1 _ 

~ ~T' -'T"Co -iJ.L'\l~~ 

In the hyperbolic transformation the Dultiplier is a 

positive real number, so the image of the W plane is obtained 

from the ~-pl&ne by a dilation whose factor is t: 1. Thus, 

the transformation under consideration becomes 

W-5 0 · (5.2.3) 

This mapping carries straight lines through the origin into 

themselves. Concentric circles with center at the origin go 
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into other circles with centor at the origin. The image of 

theW-plane under (5.2 . .3) i~; ~,11o'.m in figure 14. 

I~'I(~Ui·? __J lLj, 

W "T '."'-'-r Lr-d.~ 

The final image plane w is ohtained from transfor

mation (5.1.2). Transforn13tion (5.1.2) ~naps 0 and 00 into 

~t and 9-2. respectively. Obviously, the straight lines 

through the origin are c~rried into the original circles 

Ir(Q). The concentric circles about the origin are mapped 

into elements of the Sl( ~l' ~~) family. The final image 

is shown below in the w-plane. 

T(rz) 

FlGU;':S 15
 

W-PL1\HE
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All Ivlobius tr."1.nsformat,ions have been graphically 

represented as a resion i~ one plane and its image in 

another. Even thouGh two pldnes ~~ve been used, it is 

often convenient to think of tk::: fflClpp:_ng as effected in 

one plane. In this manner it is p08sible to find the path 

which any particular z-point makes in passing to its cor

responding image or w-point. The following figure shows 

the hyperbolic transformation of i'(G) and ..0.( v", l{:.".). 

The regions are transformed in the direction indicated by 

the arrows. The arrows indicate \ihat is often called 

lines of flow. 

FIGUHZ 16 

HYF:S~BOLIC TI~".E SFOn.iIl"TIUl·J 

It should be mentioned that ~ is sometimes thou~ht of as a 

repulsive fixed point, while f~ is considered to be an 

attracting point. 
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Elliptic Transformation (5.3) 

When A=l and Gi:-2n-,r; vfhere n is any integer, the 

multiplier becomes 

K == e iG • 

Thus the Mobius transfor~ation becomes 

w-~ iG z - 9=.-1.- • '. (5. J .1)J!; :eVI - Z-::-~z, 

By chan~ing the variables relationship (5.1.4) becomes 

W = e 
1'Q1-' (5. J. 2) 

which is a rotation about the origin of t:le J- -plane. The 

mapping viTi tten ir. the form (5.;'.1) is kLO':TJ1 as an elliptic 

transformation. In t:'li s lJ::::;'P!Jj,nf-;t~l e role of s craish t lines 

and circles are just the opposite of thi) hyperr)Dlic trans

formatio~. 

The important properties of the rotation ~appinG as 

discussed in (J.2) ~r8: 1) a circle witt its center at the 

origin is mapped into itself, 2) the interior of the circles 

in (1) are transformed in~o themselves, J) the points 0 and~ 

are inverse with respect to each fixed circle, 4) a line 

through the origin is transformed into a line through the 

ori,gin th3.t makes an angle G Hi th the first. 

The elliptic transformation has the following' prop

ertics: 1) an arc of a circle joinin~ the fixed points is 

transformed into an arc of a circle making an angle G with 

the first arc, 2) each circle of .[2...{ ~, ~l.) is carried 

http:9=.-1.-�
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into itself, 3) the interior ·of each circle of .n. ( ~" ~~) 

is mapped into itself, and 4) the fixed points are inverse 

points with respect to t'1G circles of 1l. ( ~ '~2.. ). 

The Mobius transform~tion 

w (2+...J2+-l/?"i)z+lj. -2"f2 -2{2i (5.3.3) 
(2 -'\fZ -'\12 i) z (2{Z + 2 + 2i j 

2 ~ 

is an elliptic transformation. ?ettinc (5.3.3) equal to z, 

the fixed points C, and f:2.. are 2 2:1nd -2 respectively. 

Also the multiplier takes Ghe v~lue 

K -ff+-f2 i , 
- 2 

which is a pure rotation of 45 0 about the origin. 

By using the same circles as in the hyperbolic 

transformation, it is possible to obscrvq the motions under 

an elliptic transformation. The transformation (5.1.1) 

maps the regions into the same irilcClp-e s c. s shovm in figure 12. 

Transformation (5.1.4) becomes a rotation and the family of 

fixed lines is rotated about the origin through 45 0 • The 

family of orthogonal circles is left invariant. It can now 

be seen that in this particular marpin~ the roles of lines 

and circles are interchanged in rel~tion to their roles in 

the hyperbolic. transformation. 

The transformation (5.1.2) rnaos 0 and cP back into•. 

the fixed points. It should be emp~asizsd that the elliptic 

transformation transforms the family of circles orthogonal 
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to the family of circles t~-lrouGL the fixed points into 

it,self and the elements of the fal:1ily ~(Q) permute among 

themselves. 

The character of the transfol':.,::::.t.ic;n is shown in the 

following figure. The shaded ro~ions ar8 transferred in 

the direction shown by the flow of arrows. Notice ~hat 

the fixed points are nei thE'~' rer;ulsive nor attractive. 

FIGURE 17
 

ELLIPTIC TRA:: SFOI1l'~ATIOl;!
 

The elliptic transformations are the only Mobius 

transformations that can be periodic. It G is commensurable 

with 271, then there will exist in"ce,gers m and n, such that 

nQ= 2m7T. Therefore, when a transformatio.:1 is applied n 

2m1Ti =.1,times the multiplier becomes K== e and obviously 

the transformation takes each point into itself. The trans

formation is said to be of period n. For example if Q=~ 
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then the period oft.~s tri3.. nsfon!~?tt,ion is 2. 

Loyodromic Transformation (5.4) 

The loxc<lromic trF,Y".:slorn:f', t::.iO;l is c~ combination of 

(5 ?) , (,... '), ml. t .; ~ -!- I~ c, no··.. ... i ,,' ,",..... b" t..... ana -;; • .J J • .l..13. .l. ~, '-'> .. ~ , ••.,' • .': _,1~ l.:o a .'.0 J.us ran s

formation with two clistiLc t inV::;L~L::..lt. prJin"'::,s that occur 

h .. . l~" l' K l... 0 / " ...J- ~ ~~ ~l Q GT..,....-J- ? ·r.... -rr •W en tne mu \"lP ler 113S \.) <.....l-rJ. Thus the 

transfornntion take s the :':Grdl: 

W:::AeiG--g-. (5.4.1) 

The relationship (5.~.1) can be t~ou~tt of as t~o successive 

. ml t lS," mappln82. 11a 

l~T - A~ (5.4.2),1. - 0
 

'.'-- e i9,:: ',... I )
y,,- "1· t)- ...".3 

The first trilnsforltl!'(tiorl is a s;~r't:tchin~; froD t.he oriGin. 

Then a rotation about the origin occurs OD tha image of 

(5.4·.2). Obviously, this rna1'1': ill'.: is a co:nbination of the 

hyperbolic and elliptic tran3forillations. 

The images in VV-in relation to ~ under the mapping 

(5.4.1) will be: 1) the farnily of concentric circles about 

the oriein are carried into other circles of the same family, 

2) each line through the oricin will be transformed into a 

line throueh the oriein makin~ an angle G with the ftrst line. 

It can then be seen that the loxodromic transforma

tion takes each circular arc joining the fixed points and 

carries it into another such arc making angle G with the 

first. The circles orthogonal to the circles through the 
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fixed points are p~rmuted among themsclv8s. 

The loxodrorr.ic j[]a~Jping haE; no fixed circles. There 

is one exception that is sO!f!etiJ1l8S classified. as an improper 

hyperbolic. 2 The exception occurs vJllen ~~ = 11 and any 

circular arc joining the fixed l;oints is transformed into 

a circular arc making an angle Q with the first arc!~ Thus 

the circle formed by two arcs through the fixed points is 

carried into itself except that the i~terior is mapped to 

the exterior. The loxodromic tran~formation does have as 

fixed curves certain lo~rithmic spirals. 3 The spirals are 

sOI:1etimes referred to as loxodrome s. A loxodrome is a 

naviz,ational term used to denote a shipT s course which 

cuts successive meridians at a co~stant angle. 4 It is 

from this usage tha~c the transformation under consideration 

receives its name. 

A combination of fiGures 16 and 17 can be imagined 

as the loxodromic transformation. 

The linear transformation as discussed in (3.3) is 

a special case of the loxodromic transformation. A mapping, 

a b (5.4.1r)w= cr z+cr ' 

2Hans Schwerdtfeser, :~eometry of Comnlex lJ1..1mbers 
(Toronto: University of Toronto ~'ress-,-1962), l'. Ss. 

J Ibid ., p. 73. 

4Townsend, £E. cit., p. 137. 
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has the invariant points f and infinity) vlhere 

~ b • 
~ = d - a 

The relationship (5.4.4) can be written in normal form. 

That is, 

w -~=K(z -~) (5.4.5) 

',."here K= a/d. 

The variables of (5.4.5) can be changed to 

G(z)=:}- z - ~ (5.4.6) 

G(w) = W == \"1 - ~ (5.4.7) 

so that the relationship C2T:. be reltlritten as 

w- KJ'. (5.4.8) 

Now that the special case of the loxodromic transformation' 

can be 'dri tten in t1~e fOr!ll (5.4.3) , it C:']D be classified 

into a particular type del)encliw; on the value of the complex 

number K. The classification is the same as described for 

Mobius transformations with two finite roots. The character

istics of this mapping are essentially the same as discussed 

in (J. 2) • 

Parabolic (5.5) 

lIlhen the fixed points coincide, the i·lobius tra.nsfor

mation is considered to be parabolic. If c~O, the fixed 

point is 

a - d • (5.5.1)f=' 2c 

Obviously, the multiplier K is equal to 1. To obtain the 
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normal form it is necessary to set up the cross ratio and 

map 00, ~ and -d/c into a/c, ~, and o=J respectively. Since 

z, and w3 become infinite in the cross ratio, the ratio 

simplifies to 

VI -"T, _ z,JJ-z? • (5.5.2) 
w -Wz. Z -Zit. 

By substituting the constqnts, (5.5.2) becomes 

w -a/c =-d/c - "f:_. 
w - ~ Z - ~ 

Subtract 1 from both sides, t~us 

w -ale -w+ -e _ -,;!c - ~_ _ 
w - 1; - z - '& -1 

1% - a/c _ -eJ!c - ~ 
~v ~ z ~ 

1 (5.5.3)- - _ --1-. 

Since t= - (a - d) /2c , 

, I 
~ - a/e ;:: - (a - 0, ;:. 

2c c 

~ - a/e -== -(a+d)/2e • (5.504) 

Likewise, 

-die -~= -(a+d)/2c. (5•5.5) 

The relationship (5.5.)) now beeom83, 

-(aT d)/2e = -(a+ cl)/2c, ',[hieh simplifies to 
\\T - Z f: e 

_1_ = 1 + 2c. (5.5.6) 
w-~.,z-F; a-+-d 

Somet,irne s the value c/(a - et) i e
; use(~ Etc an equivalent form 

of ?e/(a+ d). The variables can be chan:,ed by lettin~~, 

~ =l/(z -~) (5.5.7) 
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\Jl = 1/ (Vi - -e: ) (5.5.8) 

B = 2c/(a+ d) (5.5.9) 

With the above chance in v(:<~~L1b1c~; (5.5.6) can be written as 

W-=1+ B (5.5.10) 

The relationship (5.5.10) is 2 trgfis1ation. The 

following facts about tran'il~tion SilOUlci be rEocalled'.from 

(J.l) . That is, 1) ThE; entire pLwe is transformed parallel 

to a vector B, 2) any line p2rallsl to vector B is carried 

into itself, and 3) a lin2 net par~:leJ to VEctor B is 

carried into a line -::''lralJel to tLe civen line. 

To fully appreciate the farabolic trarisformation, 

it is helpful to study the transforl:l2.tions that constitute 

(5.5.10) one at a time. ConEider the families of circles 

through~. In particular, the f8mi1y of circles with a 

common tangent at ~. The transformation (5.5.7) is a 

translation followed by a reciprocation mapping as discussed 

in (3.3). Therefore, r is translr:tted to the origin and 

then to its inverse point, a::J. 2imilarly, all of the circles 

throuE,h t; are mapped into a system of lines that intersect 

at cO. Hence, the image of z in 1J is a system of parallel 

lines. 

The transformation (5.5.10) carries the family of 

parallel lines into itself, since lIf and 0- are mapped 

linearly on each other by B. In other words, the elements 

permute among themselves. Finally, mapping (5.5.8) carries 
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the family of parallel lines back into the family of t~ngent 

circles. 

A parabolic tr~nsfor~ation has the following proper

ties that should be observed: 1) a circle through the fixed 

point is transformed into a tangent circl~ through the fixed 

point, 2) each family of circles tangent to ~ is car.ried 

into itself, and 3) the interior of each transformed circle 

is mapped into itself. 

The following figure shows the lines of flow of the 

parabolic transformation OJ-: the fo.mily of circles '.1i th a 

common tan~ent. This confi~uration is often called the 

degenerate Stiener circles. 5 

FIGUW:~~ 18 

~i\lLAnOLIC T:LJ';=-F01-lJ.,;I~TIC:'; 

Translation is considered to be a special case of the 

parabolic transformation, since its fixed points coincide at 

5Ahlfors, ~ cit., p. 34. 
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infir.ity. 

It has now been cst~blishsd that every Bobius trans

formation can be classifisd to be ",~raholic or loxodromic 

as to dhcther its fixed :'oirt.- c :2.1C:;.<:" );~' :lot. 

rl .,.... r· rr .ca ) .. ' ~- -~ --- -- r,. ' .... /-" {:: ' ~'""l 1 • -',Loxo ... OtillC .rl:tnSJ.or.,",."l,-'.~·.; ,; .. ,~.I, \-,~ 

The set of (111 lo::oc:romic ~~c,biijS l:,ranSforrfldti:.:ms 

havinp' the same inv~J.:cL:iLt oi,t~; LDr'.d i) "T01JY'. as dF;fiLed in 
~ ~~ 

'll ) Tl' 1 v d~ ,.,' t'~ "'~ ,'~ -~~. - -, ~ '. " >,~, +- '. ~ 0> --: ~. ~". •• t' 1~ }. _. .le .J..O_~O .I. O,,,l.C ".dl~ ').1. ,!c~ , ..' ~ -,2-.'-1'0 v.ll. ee '-:;:::';'-,F.,[l la 

rarameters--K, any nO::"1-Z8:l''J c"l:il,lcx Tl~):l)::~', ~, and Fz.' th~ 

fixed points. Each transfor~~tion of the set can bs denoted 

by 

T(X: ~, ' ~2. ) • 
'r ~ 1)l.) .0. 

Consider any other element of th2 sst, say 

/..
T ~ f", I: 

C
'r I ' 

",)
l'" :z.. 

then the operational law of combinatio~ i2 defined as 

m
1 

( '( •
L.• 

-e)"J , ~z. ) 0 
m;'~" 
1. ~ L\. I 

... 

. ~, , --;:-..Y' .... ) 0 T (K II •• , • f./, ~~). 
(5.6.2) 

The identity element would be 

T (1 : ~ I ' ~1.. ) , (5.6.3) 

2nd the inverse element has the form 

l '5 ,- 4'T(K- : F;, ,~z.). \ .0. 'J 

The elements of the set ar3 as,sociativ8 since t~le fieid of 

cnmnlex numbers is associqtive with res~ect to multinlication. 
- .I. .L J. 

Therefore, the set of loxodronlic transforwRtions forms group, 

GL (K: f, -;1) . (5.6.5) 
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Thi E, Group car.. be c 011si clereda o~10-parFlY!ieter e;roup since 

~, and ~z. are fixed. It, shoul(~ al so lJe mentioned that 
. . 6 r, • n •(5.6.5) lS a subGroup of "". 1',,:e loYodre,nnc trans! ormatlon 

is a generalization of t~G ratatjo~ a~C ~ilation transfor

mations discussed i~ (3.2). 

The sets of hyperbolic and elliptic transformations 

lvi th fixed ;)oints ~, and ~:t. form sub.c;roul-:Js of GL (K: r, , ~ot ). 

The hyperbolic tr~~sforl~~ion i~ ~ 3snsralization of the 

?ure dilation transformations, and the elliptic transfor

reation is a eeneralization of the PU~2 rotation tra~sfor-

mations. 

Farabolic l'ransforu:3.tion Gro"l:.n (5.7) 

The set of all parEi.bolictraJ:1sfor:::ati011S 'tii th fixed 

Point ~ form a ~roun clE:llO'\:,t~d bv 
~ Ll~. ~ 

Gf' ( 0( , ~ ), (5.7.1) 

hwere 0( 'lS any 1"com~) ex n'J.I:lber ,OJ,no. -(i!'l.f lS ,toe f' dlxe 'pOlnt. 

'nen T( c< , ~ ) and T (13 'f ) are :l.nY t,,-vo elements of 

(5.7.1), the binary operation of combination is defined as 

T(o(, ~ ) T(;0, ~) T(O<:+8 ,'{. ). (5.7.2)0 

Since addition is associative in the field of complex numbers, 

the associative law of combination is applicable in this 

group. The identity is represented by 

T(l, ~ ) (5.7.)) 

6H"11 't C? ~~l e, Ope ~ pp. )_-/~. 
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and the inverse elclt,'3n t:, of' ,;.ny 21dner..t T ( 0( ,-e:. ) would be 

T (- oL, ~ ) • ( 5 •7. 4 ) 

Thus, the [troup l,rOr:erti e:; lF~ve teen l::;S (~,~tbli::h8d. It should 

also be mentioned that this p:rou~: i3 'i Generalization of t.,e 

translation transfoJ.~mation as prsssYJt,-d in (J .1) • 

Commutative Pronerty (5. ::') 

Theorem 5.8 .. TVlO l'-:obius t:i.~ansfor;na"Gions COf:linute if 

they have ~~he SBlfle fixed points. 

The proof of the above theorem can be established b> con

sidering the eeneral cases of t~8 parabolic and loxodromie 

transforlliations. An alternative proof is presented below. 

Let	 two Mobius transformations be 

az+ b (5.8.1)w::: 
ez+ d 

where ad - be:F 0, and 

'\T _ Az + B, (5.8.2) 
Cz+ D 

where AD - BC#O. Given (5.8.1) and (5.8.2), then the fol

10\'Jing relations must exist if wol'J:::::. I]o\l!, 

alL + bC = Aa -I- Be (5.8 03a) 

aB+bD=Ab+Bd (508.3b) 

cA+dC= Ca+Dc (.5.8.3c) 

cB +dD= Cb+ Dd. (5.8.3d) 

The equations used to obtain the invariant points 

of	 (5.8.1) and (5.8.2) are 
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ez~+ (d - a)z - b=Oand (5.8.4) 

Cz 
2+ (::1 - A)z - D= 0 (5.8.5) 

respectively.7 If these two equ3tions tfive the same roots 

then a relationship bet:!8eD (5.8.4) and (5.S.5) can be 

establi shed using t,he quadrcl tic j':'or;'iilJlc"'... 'I'h~ t is, 

c _ d - a _ b '. (5.8.6)
C-D-A-B· 

Equations (5.8.3a) 2nd (5.S.3d) reduce to bC=Bc. 

This relationship can be expressed in the form 

b _ c (5.8.7)
B - c . 

By use of elementary alzebraic 02)8rn~ions, equations (5.8.3b) 

and (5.8.3c) have the fol1o~in; re12tionships 

b _ d - a (5.8.8)
IT D - A 

c _ d - a (5.8.9)
r; - 7""'. 11 
v ~ - r. 

respectively. It now becoilles obvious thJt the equations of 

(5.$.3) can be related by the exp~ession 

c_d-a_b (5.8.10)
C-D-A-B 

Th,?rcfore, tio'lQ Eobius tra.nsfornntions commute if they have 

tte same fixed points. 

Theorem 5.8 is a130 a neCeS3?ry condition ;;he~ con

., ' ~ t'h ~ b l' ~ "--r-"~ "p ,~ ..,,,"-' .SlQerlnu ..e P9.~ a 0 lv v_.~l, ')., 01 'i,' "lon. The Jroof of the 

7
Olga Taus3ky and J ohll Todd, :rC:;Oi;Ei~U"Gill,-'-; BiliYlear 

Transformations and ~latricE:s;; Jc,urr:al of the t·ashinr;'ton 
r:' '.' -1 ... //'37' "Or-? --.'1.C2\.emy Ql ,'Clence, +0. Ii-, .L",:;"O. 
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('Ir. .... ~l4-,. • ~ , t l' :"'1 ...-1 i ......... r .'-i ~ ... _, .. .J __ ...... _,""1 -.. , i, \ i Th .,- . r

nc~<,::J"J_L.Y l~ 00 a~n,·_·.l c,;.' ,.:_1 ';\,G ,.• ,:.Ll,,~_,_c3 ,_on. aL. 1....;, 

rr-i ,,--,'1 0'1" .... ·,·10 r""l~~; ,,,,: ..; (. -",,,').-, .. p"""". '-i o"r. '""1 (0< '(;') rna'
i_., ....... v . 1 - ct r.J v ~ ~)'.l d . _ .. '...L '-'" V ~ l • ..L "~' 1. \"", "'. , G....... .L J,..'~ , I , )P, d. 

T (13 tJ) ,.... C'l .Lh~·<- 7ft' -I-- ~ ,~1,. ''', 
~ ,~z .:>U l. :.... u.;;. v r I I '-<:" vll<::;, 

,.,., m J r-, rj""l
 

.:., .l.2,7"" -'-2:,':', •
 

, C 
..1_Tl1eor",m 5.8 ,J onl.v.; su~";" ~L (; i. \::;; t. cOd'!.i"cion for l--~obius 

,"",

l' ~~ .•tr~nsform~tiQns of the 10 , ;. :t. \,)1'n i C IJ.. 1 ;"1(; t,hcorefn is 

'0not the necessity because t .. il"ore <·:i s t:: set 0: involutionary 

~- '--- ,-..,t;r'H13forr;1a tions who::: ,:; invoJu ~.icn. c:~ \r.:~G C:, l,llC order of the 

~(~, The -,.) ......,_J..; \' ! -'-'r J .1'.. t,:;,- __ .. r-intsfi'(enoJ "o·;'~...r.... .... .I.u'-..... s i'1VO'".... ..J..l.. -lV irr:-r-cc.:·:t,_,c. V'ii-~-,v .... l; •• U r'i-r'c-~__ .:u ....... ..I. ~~I 

~nQ' t: 'oll'~' .... h," c-e .... (\+' """)':Ll'2 .1'l~·C'-jlC·':l",~,·(""i-l·,-nc I;.;. t;' t: )Gt ',,-'2.. \-4. u v _ v l.J 'JJ. .J,..-,~.J... v LJ <.. _u~ ) ..... ~ ........ \J v! d, \J,. .... ~2..,~,
 

are commutRtive. 
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SU~\~ll~J.' -.i;~Y 

The ~obius tr2nsfcr~atio~ is G very i~portant one-

to-one conforr;;al ma~)l)in[~ of the C o'r:lex pLmf; onto itself. 

The set of all Mobiuq trQDsfurmations is an ~bstract group 

and certain subsets of tho r;:appin.~ form subgroups. Since 

the mapping transforms circles and strui~ht lines into 

circles and strai8ht lines, it is considered to be a circle 

preserving transfor'~ation. Thut is, a tr~nsformation can 

be obtained by use of the cross ratio that will map a given 

circle into another Sf,ecifiecJ circle. It should be reoem

bered that straight lines &re co~siderGd to be a special 

case of the circle. 

Those points thaL~ re:'lain fL~ecl under a ijiobius trans

formation are used as a basis for classification. The set 

of all ~appings of one ~articular class forms a con@utative 

group. ~-ithin each ~roup of classifiGd ~obius transforma

tion there exists certain subgroups that ~re generalizations 

of the simple transformations that constitute the relation-

s:1ip defined by the I-lobius transforma tioD. 

The Mobius transfor,:~ation C:ln be v(:)ry benefic ial to 

the investigation of regions of the complex rlane. Other 

applications of this mappine are found in projective 
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geometry and physical scie~cb. 

The topic of Mobius transformations can be inves

tigated further. For exa~ple, the mar,i~s can be ;evelo!led 

in an analogous manner usi~~ sphcric21 coordinates and the 

sphere, rather that points and t;~e complex plane. Also 

a similar relationship in the area of functions of n:ore 

than one complex variable ~iz.ht be developed. Finally, an 

investigation of all the applicatio~s of the ~.obius trans

formation is a possible area to consider. 

/ 
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